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OVERVIEW

Technology is enabling and accelerating change at an unprecedented

rate and this is impacting the behaviours and expectations of your

customers, your employees and even society in general.  

 

New business models are emerging and startups are making inroads into

your existing marketshare, placing increased pressure on you to take

action. 

 

Cultivating a culture of innovation across your organisation is critical to

your future success, but many people fear the unknown and find it

difficult to contemplate the challenges and opportunities that the future

might bring about. 

 

During this colourful session full of examples and anecdotes, Andrew will

cover the disruptive trends that are impacting business models and

behaviours while providing insights into the implications these might

have on your organisation and industry. 

 

His engaging storytelling style will reduce the audience's fear of the

future, helping them to embrace change and open their minds to new

and exciting opportunities.  

 

They will be motivated, questioned, challenged and inspired - leaving the

session with a new outlook on what lies ahead.

This keynote session is full of colourful anecdotes tailored to resonate

with your audience and is best suited to a duration  

between 30 and 50 minutes. 

 

Please contact Andrew directly to discuss your bespoke requirements. 



AUDIENCES

Companies and teams of all sizes

will benefit from Andrew's insights

and observations resulting from his

continuous horizon scanning

activities.  

 

This session is applicable from the

c-suite all the way through the

entire organisation as Andrew aims

to help the audience connect the

dots between the trends driving

change and how these might play

out across the organisation and

industry. 

 

He advocates "making the

unknown the everyday" as one of

the keys to increasing employee

interest and engagement in future

strategy by stimulating

conversations and participation in

the change and transformation

required to face the future.  

 

Previous audiences have included:- 

 

Companies & Teams Conferences & Events

Being of a non-technical nature,

this keynote is suitable for all

audiences with an interest in the

trends driving change across any

industry and to date has received

rave reviews at events covering:- 

Business & Entrepreneurship

students and faculty alike will

benefit from the real world

examples and anecdotes that are

used to illustrate the changes

occurring today, forcing them to

consider the role they will play in

driving innovation and shaping

products, services and

organisations of the future. 

Universities & Colleges

Innovation

Customer Experience

Financial Services & Banking

Manufacturing

Printing and packaging

Accounting and Finance

Law and the Legal Profession

Automotive services

The future

Retail and consumer industry

Technology services

Marketing

Strategy

Customer Service

Sales

Innovation

New Product Development

IT

Finance & Supply Chain

Operations

HR

Leadership & the c-suite



APPROACH

Andrew challenges the audience to

hold 3 questions in their mind during

the session:- 

 

WHAT? What is going on that I didn't

know about? 

 

SO WHAT? What are the impacts and

implications to me, my team, my

company, my industry? 

 

NOW WHAT? What action do I / we

need to take to take advantage of the

new opportunities or overcome the

challenges?

PROVOCATION

CONTENT

CLOSING MESSAGE

The session content is constantly

updated based on Andrew's

continuous horizon scanning activity

looking for TIPS:- 

 

Technologies 

Innovations 

Patents  

Startups 

 

His findings and insights are grouped

into high level topics, 6 to 9 of which

will be covered during the session

depending on time constraint and

audience relevance. 

The session ends with a reflective and

inspirational call to action in alignment

with the outcome intended. 



ABOUT

Having spent over 30 years driving innovation across a wide range of

industries, Andrew has built up a reputation as a passionate technologist,

innovator and disruptor. A published author with a background in

research and a qualification in foresight, he is best known for “Igniting

Innovation Initiatives” through his briefings, keynotes and workshops in

his work as an Innovation Catalyst.  

 

The majority of his time is spent scanning and scouting for changes in

the TIPS  (Technologies, Innovations, Patents and Start-ups) behind the

trends that are driving new business models and shaping consumer

behaviour today. He contemplates the impacts and implications these

will have on society, industry and the individuals within. Weaving these

into colourful and credible stories, specifically designed to inspire

audiences and clients across the world, he helps them to envisage a

wide range of multiple possible futures that will be fuelled, accelerated

and enabled by technology & change.  
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